Emerson’s AMS brand of asset monitoring and health analysis solutions helps you proactively manage your assets to improve reliability. This includes the solutions previously known as CSI.

In today’s economy it is a significant investment for companies to provide training to their employees. More than simply the cost of the class and travel, there is the time spent away from the plant and the work that doesn’t get done during that time. Training approaches that maximize the time and cost invested while delivering hands-on, certified instruction are the ideal means for bringing staff up-to-speed with the latest technologies.

**Onsite Instruction Matches Training to Your Needs**
Emerson brings the same classroom instructors to your site for standard curriculum courses or customized training. Take advantage of this training approach to bring the same quality instruction to your plant without the cost of travel or taking critical resources away from the facility.

**Onsite Training Benefits include:**
- Course customization available to better accommodate various skill levels.
- Flexible agendas to meet your specific needs.
- The opportunity to maximize your return on investment in predictive diagnostic technologies and software without the expense of travel.
- Access to the same expertise available in one of Emerson’s Educational Service Centers.

**Ordering Information**
Contact your local Emerson sales representative or Emerson Educational Services (800-675-4726, MHM.Training@Emerson.com) for further discussions, quotation and scheduling.